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S
EEING THAT YOUR tyres need 
replacing is rarely a pleasurable 
experience. Do you stick with the 
tyre you’ve been using, or a make 
your friend raves about, or take a 

punt on something new? If you’re brave 
enough to venture to a new manufacturer 
the main players include – in no particular 
order – Dunlop, Michelin, Pirelli, 
Bridgestone, Continental and Avon. But 
have you ever considered Maxxis?

Maxxis are proud of the fact they are the 
largest tyre company you’ve never heard 
of. And if you have heard them, it’s likely to 
be because of their importance in the 
scooter, off-road and budget areas of the 
market. They have been making tyres 
since 1967 and currently produce a 
staggering one million tyres a day, for 
everything from bicycles to earth movers.

They have just released a new sports 
touring tyre, the Supermaxx ST; this is a 
massive step for the Taiwanese company, 
who invested in new machinery to be up 
there with the traditional big players, and 

it’s taken five years. Although made 
by a Far Eastern company, the 
Supermaxx ST is primarily 
designed for the European 
market, so after initial 
R&D was carried out in 
Taiwan the rest has been 
carried out in the 
Netherlands. 

Race veteran Chris Walker 
has had plenty to do with the 
development. As long ago as 
2012 Walker would receive 
unmarked carcasses to evaluate– their 
rivals’ tyres as well as their own. Bringing 
a racer in to develop a road tyre may seem 
strange, but he was able to help Maxxis 
understand the sporting element of tyre 
design, working specifically on the profile 
and sidewall stiffness. 

Previous tyres had used a Kevlar belt 
construction, so this is where development 
first started, but they ran up against a 
performance brick wall so the whole 
concept was scrapped. A steel belt was the 

Maxxis’ Supermaxx ST gives sports 
touring riders a good new option 
By Matt Hull

The new kid 
on the block

involved a variety of familiar sportsbikes, 
including the Suzuki GSX-R1000, KTM 
RC8R and Kawasaki ZX-10R, as well as 
Yamaha’s sporty FJR1300 tourer and the 
new Suzuki GSX-S1000F. The front felt 
stiff yet accurate, and as confidence in it 
grew it allowed me to brake as hard in a 
straight line as on a race tyre, and almost 
as hard while braking and cornering. 

One stint was over 10 laps of the 
3.5-mile Ascari track, but even so the 
tyres gave no signs of overheating, 
squirming or being out of their depth. 
The back straight has two daunting 
flat-out corners but whichever bike I was 
on the tyres gave no problems, with great 
accuracy and a nice progressive turn-in 

as the tyre rolled over to its side. This is 
something Chris Walker is particularly 
proud of, having worked hard to produce 
a profile that allows the tyre to tip into a 
corner in a gradual way, not like falling 
off a cliff. This should help confidence in 
wet riding, too, although we didn’t have 
any rain during our test.

The rear always felt it was doing as it 
should and warmed up quickly enough 
to be on the pace by the second lap. It 
squirmed a little under power while 
leaned over, especially in the transition 
from one side to the other, but this was 
always predictable and didn’t get any 
worse as the laps ticked on. Don’t 
forget this is a road-based tyre 

“I was really impressed – this 
puts Maxxis in the title race”

designed for you to go touring on - 
managing a 1000cc sportsbike’s power 
while on its side is a real achievement. 

After a couple of quick track sessions a 
sport touring tyre should be looking fairly 
ragged, with bobbling and a blueing on the 
surface. The bobbles are from the 
compound getting too hot and the blue is 
where the oils are coming to the surface 
because of the heat being more than they 
are designed for. The Supermaxx ST had 
neither, even after Walker had been 
abusing them on naked bikes with more 
basic suspension (giving the tyres a harder 
time). Even by the end of the day no tyre 
had more than a little surface feathering.

The boffins on hand explained they use 
fewer processed oils in the compound and 
more silica to help manage the heat in the 
tyre and offer better wet grip. The only 
evidence of track riding was that the 
leading edge of the tread on the rear tyre 
was rounded off through gripping under 
acceleration. This would affect how well it 
cut through water, but then how often are 
you accelerating full pelt in the wet?

We also rode some of the demanding 
roads around Ronda. Mile after mile of 
heavenly twisty roads looks like fun but 
the roads require respect as the surfaces 
can change suddenly, break up or just 
disappear under dust. Then there is the 
invisible olive oil dropped from the fields to 
add a little excitement. The different bikes I 
tried all felt stable, with a confident feel 
tipping in and flicking from left to right. I 
could brake hard enough to produce 
stoppies or getting the ABS to cut in. And 
there was no slip under full acceleration.

I was really impressed – this brings 
Maxxis into the title race. The popular size 
combination of 120/70 ZR17 front and 
180/55 ZR17 rear will cost you £197, with 
the first stocks arriving at  
dealers in January. 

only answer to give them what they 
wanted – which is where the new 
machinery came in. New silica-rich 
compounds (to help wet weather grip and 
longevity) work with a more uniform 
pattern to give further predictability. 

We tested the new tyres on a variety of 
bikes on track and road. A sports touring 
tyre may not be a race tyre, but why 
shouldn’t you be able to do the odd 
trackday on your road bike? Their 
confidence in the product proved to be well 
founded - the Supermaxx ST is superb.

Trying the tyres on a Spanish track with 
an air temperature of 29º (with the tyre 
pressures dropped to 31psi front and 28 
rear) offered a very pleasant surprise. This 

Chris Walker 
knows a thing 
or two about 
torturing tyres

 On road and track 
the Supermaxx ST is  
both stable and 
confidence-inspiring

 Less processed 
oils equals a better 
all-weather tyre 
– who knew that?


